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Dear Editor,
What is the Elvis Presley stuff?
How, in y~ right mind, can you
endorse natlling the school after
such a drug-addicted, overweight
child-molester? If anything, why
not the Marshall-Lewis School of
Law? Now, Jerry Lewis is one that
we should reverse. The way he
carries himseLf on stage, and all of
those great pratfalls. Now, that's
entertaininent.. As you probably
know, Jerry Lewis is c{)nsidered a
genius in France. Let's give him
his proper due in Williamsburg.
Sincerly,
Associate Dean Martin

Dear Editor,
I go to a medium-sized, state
supported liberal arts college. I
was always skeptical of letters
printed in this magazine in the.
past, until last Thur!?day when I
had an experience I must share
with you. I had just finished working out at the gym, so I was hot and
sweaty and we waring very little.
I took a wrong turn - going
downstairs in the gymnasium,
. when I wakled in one these two(Editor's Note: Please excuse the
unfortunate typesetting error)
-Name and Address
withheld
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Dear Editor,
I am just writing to say that I
think your publication is great. I
really do. I mean, your articles are
simply fantastic. Mere words cannot describe the joy I experience
each time I open the front cover of
your paper. Your writers are
brilliant, inciteful, and don't use
too many consonants. 1 cannot
think of a more important paper to
the future of mankind and Western
Civilization as we now know of it:
Your photos are breathtaking, a
masterpiece above each caption.
Your features keep me abreast of
all the latest fashion and musical
trends. Your recent series on tort
liabilities help my husband and I
through a difficult period. Thanks
to your editorial staff, my
knowledge of the law and other
jurisprudentia). matters is utterly
unparalleled. I cannot imagine a
better way to spend my time than
reading and rereading the articles,
letters, cartoons, editorials, and,
yes, even the advertisments in
your paper. All-in-all, I think you
people are iridescribably fantastic
and should all be made saints.
Sincerely,
Madonna, ML&T '82

Y<)uve read the book.
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THE MOVIE

AMA ACCREDITORS VISIT M-P
School in Danger of
Losing Accreditation
The yearly visit of the American
Music Association accreditation
committee brought some seriously bummed-()ut vibes to the normally mellow and totally cool halls
of Marshall-Presley. The committee determined that the library
was, you know, completely inadequate and really just not together
at all. They were aghast at the
paucity of good metal, old Rolling
Stones, and Jimi Hendrix. One
member noted disgustedly,
"There isn't a Jack Kerouac novel
in the whole--joint, man."
The committee was not like at
all impressed with our extensive
collection of Bee Gees and Shaun
Cassidy albums and memorabilia.
In fact, they recommended chucking the whole mess and starting

-'Ii '

over again, retaining only the
Janis Joplin and Beatles
Reporters and the one scratched
Vanilla Fudge LP. "This school is
great as far as, like, early stufffrom like 1955 to early GO's," one
accreditor named Bruno observed. "But man, it's like the flower
scene didn't even happen here,
man. Like no 13th Floor Elevators,
no Chocolate Watchban~ , no
nothing, man."
The administration has already ·
taken steps to remedy the situation. The Library staff will be sent
to a really intense psychedelic
music camp in San Francisco, and
the school is like on the same
wavelength with Grace Slick in an
effort to get her to be our special
consultant for aCQuisitions. like.

The AMA accreditors were clearly bummed out by the parking sce~e
at M-P.

(/) SITE FOR ROCK-AND-LAW HALL OF FAME
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"Bye, bye Miss American Tort,
Drove my Chevy to the' levee
I got hit by a truck,
Driven by young men
Drinking whiskey and rye,
Singing 'This'll be the day we get sued,
This'll be the day we get sued.' "
When Emric "Great Balls of
Fire" Presley penned those fateful
words in 1955, Rock-and-Law was
on the verge of sweeping the nation. Now, thirty-()ne years after
Emric unbuttoned his shirt and
jumped up in a smoky
Williamsburg lecture hall to sing
" Roll Over, Llewellyn (And dig
these Rhythm and Laws); "Rockand-Law has returned to its birthplace, the Marshall-Presley
School of Law. Mter a long period
of intense effort by members of

both the music industry and the
bar, The Rock and Law Hall of
Fame has been established.
Organizers have picked MarshallPresley, where the union of Rockand-Law f1I"St took place, to be the
site of the Hall of Fame, and they
hope to have the first exhibits up
by early 1999.
Paul "Whole Lotta Shakin' Goin'
On" Lebelle was ecstatic over the
school's selection. "Yeah, like,
man, you know, we naven't. come
down, yet, you know . .. man."
Although the list of initial inductees is not yet complete, it is
expected that Marshall-Presley
will be well presented . Our
founders, Marshall Tucker and
Emric Presley, will have a prominent place in the plans. Additional
nominees include current M-P
Dean and former Beatie, Tim
Sullivan ("Your lovin' gives me a

The Tenth Annual

ROLLING
ADVOCATE '
LEGAL
PHOTOJOURNALISM
COMPETITION
The 'Rolling Advocate is pleased to present The 10th Annual Legal Photojournalism Contest. Entrants will be judged on both composition and
controversiality. Entries are limited to 17 per person and must have
been published somewhere, sometime.
Send entries, ready for framing, to: The Rolling Advocate, MarshallPresley School of Law, 77 Sunset Strip, Venice, California.

thrill, but you lovin' don't pay my
bills") ; Rockin' Ron Rosenberg,
the first to truly integrate disco
and future interests; and Prince,
who.before.devoting full attention
to his musIc career, taught civil
procedure and guitar feedback at
,M-P. Former Student Band
Association President Cat Scratch
Nugen~ h~ also been supported as
a candidate.
The exact karma of the museum
has not been decided; nowever,
tentative plans call for the razing
of the law library. In its place, a
multi-level, soundproof museum
and recording studio will be built,
housing three sound stages, a Moot
Court Room equipped with Dolby
and Sensorround, and the fabled
missing Mojo of Spiro T. Agnew.
The administration of M-P feels
that the student use of the facility
will
Continued on Page Ten

.

The Marshall-Presley Art Collection will be featured in the
Rock-and- Law Hall of Fame.

Here are some winners from previous years:
Composition winner, 1980. P hotographer used a Kodak DisC
Camera in the pocket of his jeans jacket to snap this illicit
photo of the Office of
Unconstitutional Resear ch.

•

Controversiality Winner, 1977. This was the photo tlrat proved that
several 3Us at M-P were actually creme-filled Boopers who had successfully posed as law students for 21h years. Photographer used a
35-mm Brownie hidderrin a bag of Doritos, which served as an'infrared
filter to reveal this Booper as it relaxed on the patio. ,
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The Review picks up abit with
"The Duty to Rescue: a Reexamination and Proposal," which is
~
spaciously laid out, evoking a
sense of ' tediousness with the
material world. Ginger Baker
helped ~;th the drum work on this
number, and Potter Stewart's
chromaticism on the electric
guitar is unmistakeable. The song
drags a bit near the beginning, and
the listener is lulled into a hypnotic
sense of depression at continued
existence.
Side One closes with a cut
adapted from monotone Buddhist
chants . The song, entitled
"Punitive Bamages for Wrongful
Discharge of at Will Employees, "
is spaciously laid out, evoking a
sense 'of tediousness with the
material world. Ginger Baker
helped with the drum work on this
number, and Potter Stewart's
chromaticism on the electric
guitar is unmistakeable. The song
drags a bit near the beginning, and
the listener is lulled into a hypnotic
sense of depression at continued
existence,
Side Two drives hOlJle the
Review's loathing of shallow
creativity with two covers of old
favorites: "A Suggested Remedy
for Toxic Injury: Class Actions,
Epidemiology, and Economic EfThe William & Mary Law ficiency" and "Workers' Rights
Review's latest cut " Pretty in Against a Bankrupt Employer. "
Green and Buff" reaches out to Both songs are spaciously laid out,
embrace new styles, yet remains evoking a sense of tediousness
true to the group's more tradi- with the material world. Ginger
tional arrangements. On Side A, Baker helped out with the drum
the first song, "A Lesson in Incau- work on both of these numbers,
tion, Overwork, and Fatigue : The and Potter Stewart's inability to
Judicial Miscraftmanship of play an undistorted note is plainSegura v. United States , is ly evident in both songs. The songs
spaciously laid out, evoking as drag a bit near the end of their
sense ot tediousness with the tiues, ano. the ustener is forced inmaterial world. Ginger Baker to a sense of utter despair at the
helped with the drum work on this prospect of having to read the liner
.
number, and Potter Stewart's notes.
The William & Mary Law
chromaticism on the electric
quitar is unmistakable. The song . Review contains graphic legal
drags a bit near the beginning, and jargon, obscence punctuation,
the listener is lulled into a hypnotic dweeb situations, mature themes,
sense of depresSion at continued and a passive sentence on page
463.
existence.
, ......,
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nalism. Meaningless jornalistic
cliches such as putting out regular
issues and writing articles are put
in their rightful place at the
Lawyer- in the wastebasket. The
Lawyer adheres to a radical party line which serves to push to the
frontiers of the literary avantegrade. The Colonial Lawyer condemns conventionality with both
barrels blazing.
The Lawyer, though many
critics claim it has its head in the
clouds, still has its feet on the
ground. It has rejected much of
conventional and banal style and
form, but it still holds true to one
ancient jornalistic credo. That one
maxim , which the Colonial
Lawyer editorial staff lives and
breathes like their very existence,
is "Stop The Presses ." The
Lawyer, though, oftentimes isn't
even comfortable with this dictim,
and sometimes the presses don't
'
even start.

~

, William
& Mary •

.

Law Review

THE
W ILLIAM
& MARY
LAW
REVIEW

THE
COLON IAL
LAWYER
From the opening credits, one
word floats into this reviewer's
mind about the Colonial Lawyerrestraint. The Lawyer, as we
legal/literary wags refer to it, offers the reader restraint in almost
every aspect. Unlike other
publications, like the New York
Times and the New Republic, the
Lawyer is restrained in its comment about society and politics.
The reader of t~e Lawyer is not
subjected to reacing inane articles
about the famine in Africa , the '88
Presidential election campaign, or
analyses of the latest Supreme
Court decisions. The reader is not
bombarded by idiotic advertisements for everything from artificial furniture polish to Calvin
Klein gym socks. The reader is not
pampered by overly-clever layout
and splashes of color like the
typical USA Today in which content is the sacrificed for the sake
of eye-catching frivolity . The Colonial Lawyer, rather, is a publication that dares to say, "NO." The
lawyers rejects bourgeois, pedantic notions of traditional jour-
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1. Intentional Infliction of Emo: tional Distress
-Ron & Nancy

~ 8. Assault and Battery
-Sean Penn
~ 9. Mismanufacture
~
-A.H. Robbins
~ 10. Trespass (Over the Line of
l:Death)

-The .sixth Fleet
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-The Grim Reapers

- Hadley '& the Baxendales

- Selective Service

~ 1. Sneezing

l:

Bu '1lE:r. O'Conno r Write f r I."'" R vi<''W

2. You Pulled the Chair On Ourj
: Love
j
~_
-Accuracy in !_cademia :
-Edith Garrett:
i
j
§ 5. Libel & Slander
i 3. Jammin' the River
~
-Larry and the Flyntstones ~
- The Wagon Mound Gang§
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Once again, Slim and the Gang
have put together a puulication

DOCKET
" I don't know what art is , but I
know what I like," a famous person once said. It is hard not to like
the Docket, providing just enough
and no more. Produced by a

classified ads
PEE·WEE COOK FANS!

Cool official Pee-Wee Cook Fan
Club: includes autographed photo,
one year newsletter subscription,
~ five dollars plus fifty cents handl~ ing. Also souvenir giant sweat~ pants. This hot-selling item is
~ available right now! Size 60!!
Durable, 100% cotton sweatpants,
~
classic white color, silk screened
~ with Pee-Wee himself in blue and
red. These always go fast! Only
nine dollars plus ' one dollar
(posting, handling, and kick-back
to Pee-Wee). Cash only. Pee-Wee
Cook Productions, Bgx 1765, Tijuana , Mexico.
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4. Shelley's Case
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:

SWF, 2L, ISO S or DWM, 23-33,
wid, fp, wlw, ale, $675/ mo. ASAP.

0

\ 4. Poor Grammar
i snugger case, plus Spartans,
- The Rule§
- Cockney Punks§ more! Choose from 36 brands of
.
i briefs. Plain attractive package
=.' 7. Wanton and Willful Negligence. ~.
5. I'm Warrun'.g You
~. 5. Unkempt Fingernails
§ assures privacy. Money-back if
- The Schoolboys§ not delighted. Send for free
§
-Union Carbide §
-Carmen Miranda~
i brochure. Adam, Eve & Serpent,
~
~
§P.C., Box 1765, Tijuana, Mexico.
-The Illinois Electorate ~

that sends the critics back to their
thesauruses to seek out new
superlatives. Every-other-week
after every-other-week, they produce a gripping , thoughtprovoking masterpiece of which
Continued on Page Tell
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Sample File, Only $6.00
2. Rudeness
~ Get the best briefs available to- The Young Americans day! Your choice of the latest
Japanese briefs (thinnest in the
3. Tacky Clothes
i world-imported from Japan),
. -The Young Americans~:. textured briefs fGr maximum
satisfaction, slimmer briefs for a

l ~ . Defamation

; i 6. Just Plain Negligence
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1. Reasonably Foreseeable

l 3. False Imprisonment
l
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~ 2. Wrongful Death

l
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shadowy group known as the Administration, which refuses to tour
and works completely out of the
studio, the Docket is a minimalist
smorsgasboard. Katherine Hepburn is wonderfully cast, although
she never appears in the first two
pages of the publication.
The stark contrast of the black
letters amidst the white backdrop
of the Docket serve to emphasize
the inherent dichotomy of modern
living. Some critics have attributed this choice of coloration to
the Administration 's tortured
world view and perception that life
is only worth living if it is structured into neat little rows of
paragraphs. The reader can only
hold the Docket in two hands and
marvel at the wonder of it all.

the docket
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IRVING: Come home , you r
mother-in-law needs you. I'm up to
my tush in SEC regulators.- Mrs.
Surowitz.
Lovely Japanese, Asian, European singles seek friendship , .
litigation. Information: Cherry
Blossoms, Box 1765, Tijuana,
Mexico.
Divorce. Reasonable. In one day.
Arrangements by experienced attorney. Nationwide. International.
1-800-DIVORCE. 184 General
Custer Blvd., Reno, NV 89509 .

